
The International College for Girls, The IIS 
University, completed its first year of functioning as a 
Deemed University recently and retained its identity 
and status as an icon of quality education which 
grooms its students as world ready women.

UGC in the year 2005-2007 recognised the strength 
and acumen of ICG and eventually granted the 
institution Autonomous status. The state government 
too recognized it as a model college known for 
pioneering new approaches in education. Finally, in 
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A Year as a Deemed University

ICG 
THE IIS 
UNIVERSITY 

Q1 What were the reasons that motivated the 
college to become a Deemed University?  

Ans. The College was started in 1995 with the aim of 
promoting girls' education in Jaipur and for 
establishing an English medium institute. The 
college back then was affiliated with Rajasthan 
University. We received accreditation from UGC 
NAAC which accredits institutes of higher learning. 
Within a span of 10 years the college was graded 
A+  and after achieving this pinnacle, we decided 
to take one step ahead but as the affiliation has  rules 
and regulations, the college was not allowed to  
start vocational programmes. The college had no 
problem in being autonomous but the main 
obstacle was that the college was not allowed to 
start PhD and MPhil courses under the autonomous 
status. So the decision was taken to acquire a 
deemed status so that the college could provide 

In conversation with 
Dr. Raakhi Gupta

Rector & Registrar, The IISU, Jaipur

the year 2010, ICG began its journey as a 
Deemed University.

In the last year, ICG, as a constituent of 
the IIS University, has introduced many 
innovations and dynamic changes in the 
courses offered as well as in the 
pedagogical approach to teaching. 
Courses like MBA in Retail Management, 
International Business and Human 
Resource, etc. have been introduced. 
MBA in retail management is a course 
that is provided exclusively by the IIS 
University at Jaipur. As a result of the 
introduction of the new courses the 

strength of the students has significantly increased. 

Research work has become a thrust area of the 
University as collaborative research results provide 
deep insights into the various fields of study. In 
keeping with the tradition of higher studies, 
research orientation is being actively encouraged in 
the institution. PhD and M.Phil courses have been 
introduced at ICG as a result of which the University 
now subscribes to a variety of academic sites and 

PhD and M. Phil courses and also to increase the 
research output. 

That is the reason for deciding to go for a deemed 
status so that the institution becomes free and 
autonomous and can be more dynamic and creative in 
its approach to pedagogy and research.

The entire process was a progression and not a leap. 
The entire journey right from establishing a college to 
becoming a deemed university has been a gradual 
process. 

Q2.  Which new courses have been introduced after 
the University has become a Deemed University? 

Ans. As I said, PhD and M. Phil courses have been 
started by the University. Besides that, we offer 28  
Add-On Courses which are the 
maximum number of courses 
provided by any university in 
Jaipur. 

Q3 Has there been an increase in 
the strength of the students after 
the university acquired the 
Deemed status?

Ans. Yes, there has been a 
significant increase in the number 
of students after the university has  
acquired the deemed status. 

Q4 What initiatives have been 
taken regarding research work by 
the university? 

Ans. In a number of theoretical 
subjects a lot of practical work has 
been included at the UG level. 
Students at the UG level are 
expected to conduct research 

programmes. The university has also provided seed 
money to the students for their various research projects. 
There has been dissertation of important projects in all PG 
curriculums.

Q5 Has the university started any student's exchange 
programme or has there been any collaboration with 
other universities? 

Ans. The university recently started an exchange 
programme with Kent University, Ohio. A faculty 
exchange programme has also been started with a 
prestigious university of Goa. In future the university is 
planning to start exchange programmes with 2 or 3 more 
universities.

Q6 Could you throw some light on any specific future 
plans? 

Ans. We are planning to develop a research centre of 
world order with state of art facilities to start additional 
vocational programmes, plan more MOUs with other 
Universities and promote consultancy.

journals, which help the scholars in research work.

Various Employment oriented courses have also been 
added to the syllabus which allows students to explore 
interesting career avenues, while they are still in college.

However, ICG has not given up its creative cultural 
pursuits. Students have seen an upsurge in Guild activities, 
cultural extravaganzas, inter-collegiate competitions as 
well as in house celebrations.  In fact, life at ICG has never 
been as packed as in the last one year. In order to initiate 
and encourage the students to inculcate a practical 
approach along with the theoretical component, various 
assignments, field visits, demonstrations and hands-on 
experience with events like the Annual Fashion Show, are 
organized. Similarly, our very own newsletter 
YOUTHSPEAK@IISU is written and designed by the 
students of the Journalism and Mass Communication 
Department. Thus, within a year of its metamorphosis into 
a University, ICG has proved its great ability to adapt to 
new challenges and opportunities. Due to all the hard 
work and the efforts put in by the University the results 
have been very fruitful and are evident from the increase in 
strength of the students and the ever increasing popularity 
and prestige of the institution.

Vinamrata Bhojwani, Priya Chhabra - BJMC
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UG COURSES 
 B.Sc. Jewellery Design & Technology
 B.Sc. Fashion Technology
 Bachelor of Textiles
As electives in B.A./B.Com./B.Sc.
 Jewellery Design & Technology
 Fashion Design & Technology
 Textiles Technology
 Garment Production & Export 
 Management
PG COURSES
 Master of Textiles
 M.A./M.Com./M.Sc. in Garment 
 Production & Export Management
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College Life: 
A Reason to Shine & Smile

  Not Me But You
 -Men lie Women Cry 



2 Thinking Aloud @IISU
Guest Corner Editorial 

Harry's stomach lurched with nerves, and Ron looked pale under his freckles. Harry 
shivered in the cold night air, and then heard a familiar voice: “Firs' years! Firs' years over 
here! All right there Harry?”

Of course Harry Potter did not feel 'all right' on his first day at Hogwarts. In fact all freshers 
experience that acute jittery sensation in the pit of their stomachs whilst steeping foot into 
the college campus for the first time.

As eager and nervous freshers, most people do not leave any stone unturned to make their 
first day of college a magical success. Some go for the perfect outfit (like Teena of Kuch 
Kuch Hota Hai), some finish reading their textbooks well before the term starts (like 
Hermione Granger), while some others make an everlasting impression with the college 
seniors (like Rancho of 3 Idiots).

Whatever the case maybe, college life for all is like a blast of fresh air. It is a wind of change 
blustering through our lives, nudging us to gear up and step into the real world, after 
leaving the shelter and security of the home called school. It marks a change from uniforms 
to fashionable forms, from everyday classes to monthly classes, from tiffin food to canteen 
food. It is a welcome break from the strict school discipline as it means venturing into 
absolute freedom. But above all it makes us what we are going to be for the rest of our lives.

College opens a gateway of a multitude of opportunities and experiences in the form of 
clubs, teams, volunteer activities, internships etc. Not only this, one meets a vast multitude 
of diverse people from diverse parts of the country who soon become a part of a new 
family.

One definitely comes to college as a fresh face and as a fresher you may lose your identity 
amidst the crowd in the beginning, you may lose your voice amidst the various voices 
telling you who you should be. The worst loss; however is to not allow yourself to follow 
your dreams or stifle them. Most freshers already have well -formed dreams for themselves 
and the community. They may see a clear path spread out before them, shining brightly in 
the sun. They must walk with courage and with their heads held high and in absolute belief 
of their dreams. As for those who haven't found their dreams: keep looking and never 
settle…Climb every mountain, ford every stream,Follow every rainbow till you find your 
dream.'You may probably not be waving wands or flying broomsticks like Harry, but your 
college life will certainly be very magical!

Raveena Tekwani, BA (H) Sem-IV

FIRST YEARS… WELCOME ABOARD!
v/;kid dks jk"VªfuekZrk dgk tkrk gSA dksBkjh vk;ksx us dgk Fkk 
fd %& Hkkjr ds Hkkoh ukxfjdksa dk fuekZ.k fo|ky;kas esa gks jgk gSA 
vr% ,d v/;kid dk in vkSj mldh ftEesnkjh vius vki esa cM+h 
egRoiw.kZ gksrh gSA izk;% v/;kid ds ckjs esa nks /kkj.kk;as izpfyr gaS  
v/;kid tUetkr gksrs gaSA v/;kid izf'k{k.k }kjk fufeZr gksrs gaSA

vkt f'k{kk ds ek;us cny jgs gS A vc fo|ky;ksa vkSj egkfo|ky;ksa ds f'k{kkFkhZ ,oa 
f'k{kd nksuks gh ikjEifjd ifjikVh ls vlUrq"V gSA os pkgrs gS fd bl izorZeku 
ikB~;Øe ds vUrxZr dqN viuk ifjorZu u gksA vc v/;kid dks ek= ikB~;Øe iw.kZ 
djus ek= rd vius drZO;ksa dks ugh djuk gksxk] vfirq blds fy;s mls fo/kkFkhZ;ksa es 
ekuoh; psruk dks Hkh tkxzr djuk gksxkA og ek= ikB;dze ds Kku ls ugha vk ldrh 
gS fo|kfFkZ;kas es drZO;ksa dk Kku vkSj muds fuoZgu dh izsj.kk tkxzr djuh gksxh mls Lo;a 
lh[kus dh vksj vxzlj djuk gksxkA
,d v/;kid ds O;fDrRo esa vk/kqfudhdj.k dh >yd gks mls vius fo"k; dk iw.kZ Kku 
gksuk pkfg;s mldh Hkwfedk ,d mizuqns'kd ;k funsZ'kd dh gksuh pkfg;s A og mizf/kxe 
dks izksRlkfgr djs Nk=ks dks [kqn lh[kus ds fy, rS;kj djsA vius Nk=kas dks fdz;k'khy 
cuk, vk/kqfud rduhd dk Kku ds lkFklkFk pkfjf=d mTToyrk Hkh gksuh pkfg, A 
Kku vFkok f'k{kk ckgj ls iznku ugh fd tkrh og rks Lo;a esa gh vUrfuZfgr gksrh gSSA 
cl mls rks izdV djuk gS tSls ekfpl fd rhyh es vfXu dgh ckgj ls ugh ykuh gS cl 
mls rks ek= izdV djuk gSA vfXu rks mlds vUnj gh fo|eku gS mlh izdkj 
Nk=@Nk=kvksa esa Kku ckgj ls mM+syk ugh tkrk mls rks cl tkxzr djuk gSA 
vDlj ekuk tkrk gS fd vuq'kklu & iz'kklu dh n`f"V ls f'k{kd@v/;kid@xq: dks 
dBksj gksuk pkfg;s ysfdu bl lUnHkZ esa egRoiw.kZ ckr ;g gS fd Hkys gh f'k{kd dBksj 
gks] ij mls ukfj;y ds leku vkUrfjd i{k ls vius f'k";ksa ds izfr cgqr gh dksey gksuk 
pkfg;sA f'k"; ds lkFk dHkh Hkh viuh ghurk vFkok  mPprk dk vkdyu ugh djuk 
pkfg;s A
cnyrs ifjos'k vkSj ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds vkyksd esa ,d v/;kid@f'k{kd dks uohure 
rduhdh Kku ds lkFk&lkFk fo"k; dk v/kruh; Kku vkSj lEizs"k.kh; dyk vkSj lnk 
ckyd ds Lrj igq¡pus dh dyk vkSj lnk ckyd ds lkj rd igq¡pus dh dyk vkrh gSA 
ftlls fd og vius Nk=ksa dh :fp;ksa vkSj vko';drkvksa dks igpku lds rFkk Nk=ksa es 
:ph ,aoe izsj.kk mRiUu dj ldsA bruk lc gksus ij gh f'k{kd lQy vkSj izHkkoh cu 
ldsxk vkSj fo/kkfFkZ;ks ds euks&efLr"d ij vfeV Nki NksM+ ldsxkA

MkW- jsuq 'kqxayq] foHkkxk/;{k] 'kkjhfjd f'k{kk foHkkx]      

cnyrs ifjos'k esa f'k{kdh; Hkwfedk

private hospital. With high overheads , including 
specialists who occupied expensive offices and had to 
earn fees in order to pay their rentals.

Twice a day we'd go to see the head doctor. No, there 
was no change in the patient. No,no change could be 
expected. No one could bring themselves to ask the 
question that hung in the silence like a thunderclap : 
How long do we go on like this, how long can we go on?

The family was reasonably well off. But how long could 
they afford to keep the patient in the hospital? One 
month? Two? A year? There were other expenses to meet 
, a son to be educated, futures to be provided for . But 
how do you put a cut-off price on a life? Even on the life of 
a machine kept alive by other machines.

The family could'nt do it. So I volunteered. I told the head 
doctor there was no more money for the ICU, for the 
machines. The doctor looked thoughtful. I see, he said. 
There was no talk of the law, or of ethics. No talk of the 
sanctity of life. No talk of miracle cures.

Sometime that day, we weren't told when, the machines 
were switched off. The patient stopped being a patient 
and became a closed file and a final bill. Which the 
family paid, racked with remorse, feeling what they were 
paying was blood money. Was this sum what a life was 
worth, no more and no less? To the loss of a loved one 
was added the burden of guilt.

Parliament can legislate on the ethics of euthanasia. 
Who's going to legislate on the economics of death, and 
the cost that conscience has to bear? What is the price of 
someone you love?

Jug Suraiya
Jug.suriya@timesgroup.com

http://blogs.timesofindia.com/jugglebandh/

What price do you put on some one you love? That's the real 
and unasked in the debate on passive euthanasia-terminating 
the lives of the incurably ill who are no longer conscious or 
capable of acting on their own. I recall a family's terrible 
dilemma which I found myself involved  in some years ago.

One of the sisters in the family was stricken by an irreversible 
and fatal disease that attacks the auto immune system and for 
which  there is no known cure. The moment she was 
admitted into the hospital , the patient in effect ceased to be a 
human individual with any human attachments of family and 
loved ones and instead became the property of a team of 
medical specialists. No longer conscious of where she was or 
what was happening to her, she was put into an intensive care 
unit in which no one could enter except those who were 
treating her. We could see her through a glass pane, attached 
to mechanical devices which took over from her the business 
of existence; the breathing of the lungs, the beating of the 
heart, the circulation of blood, the intake of nutrition. She 
became a machine, linked to other machines.

Regular as clockwork the attendant team of specialists would 
look in on the patient. Literally look in. Open the door; look 
at her from the doorway, make a note on clipboards they 
were carrying and go away. It was a large team and day by 
day it seemed to get larger. Who are all these people? I asked 
a nurse. doctors, she replied.

What sort of doctors? I asked. Special doctors, said the nurse. 
They were indeed special doctors, as I discovered. One was a 
dietitian. Another was a dermatologist. Why did a patient 
unable to take any nutrition other than through a drip need a 
dietitian to visit three times a day? No one knew.

But each time these specialists would look in on her, the visit 
would be put on the bill. Which, like the team of specialists, 
was daily growing bigger. It was after all, a state-of-the-art 

As it is 

In the end ,euthanasia is not about ethics but about money
Economics of death…..Feedback 

its good to publish newspaper in the 

college but it lacks youth orientation and 

morever all the students of the college 

should be involved. It is 'by the students, 

of the students and for the students.
Bhandani Bhandari, BVA SEM IV

It's a great effort by all the students who 

are doing this. Keep it up. And more of its 

display should be done so that more 

people get to know about it.
Shraddha Choudhary, B.Com SEM II

I would like to see more columns about 

Science, especially Biotechnology. Last 

but not the least, I would like to 

congratulate the Design Team also for 

the colourful pictures they have put in.
Indu Kadwani,  B.Sc SEM IV

It is a good effort for others to follow. 

Looking forward for the next issue.
Chanda Asani, Women's Studies 

Lecturer

Youthspeak@iisu ,d cgqr gh vPNk iz;kl 
gSA Nk=kvksa ds }kjk Nk=kvksa ds fy, fd;k x;k 
dk;Z fu'p; gh iz'kaluh; gSA varfuZfgr 
izfrHkkvksa dks mHkkjus esa ;g izsj.kkLkzksr dk dk;Z 
djsxkA
Mk uhjtk esgrk] v/;{k fgUnh foHkkx 

It's a nice effort on the part of Journalism 

students & faculty .Keep it up
Dr. Arti Sharma, Dept. of Sociology



Q1 I am a student with hindi medium school 
education? Will I be able to compete with the 
other students in ICG?

Ans To begin with, it won't be easy! But it is also not really 
difficult if you make sufficient efforts to improve. If from the 
very beginning you are regular and make everyday efforts 
to improve your written skills you would soon get used to 
English language.

A few essential tips for you

* Stop thinking that you would lag behind because of your 
lack of language skills

*Start reading text in English - newspaper, novels, 
magazines, anything that interests you, as by doing this you 
would familiarize yourself with the language.
* Be regular in classes and don't be hesitant to clarify your 
doubts with your teacher..

Q2 I am really scared of ragging, that is what terrifies me 
about college life? What should I do if i face ragging?
Ans Ragging is an act punishable by law, and in ICG we 
take strict actions to prevent ragging, even then if you come 
across any such incidence wherein you feel harassed in any 
way you can complain to the teachers in charge or any 
teacher you feel comfortable with, and strict action for sure 
would be take against the concerned person. Hence relax 
and have fun, there is no reason to worry.
Q3 I have taken up all new subjects. It that a nice thing to 
do? Kindly  advice?

Ans most of the subjects in higher education are either new 
or an extension of subjects already in school. But in both 
the cases some basic knowledge is definitely given in the 
beginning of the session about the subject. Hence whether 
you continue with the same subject or take up a new one, 
you are most likely to begin with basics, hence relax study 
hard and make the best use of choices you have made. Best 
of luck

Resonance@IISU

out of ordinary, she lies to change the topic. Or 
when she realizes she is wrong. But men can 
never figure out when women are lying they are 
just so great at it. You can never fool a woman. 
They're just way too smart and plus, they have 5 
sensors in their heads whereas men only have 3 
(the kinds used to detect lies and read voice and 
facial modulations) As it is rightly said 'Man has 
will, but woman has her way'. Women always 
manage to get there way. Men are the head of the 
family, Women are the neck, and they can turn 
the head wherever they please. For getting their 
way women often use many tactics to convince 
men. The biggest ammunition for this is those 
crystal tears coming out of her eyes every now 
and then. It's a wonderful saying about women “If 
you look inside a girl's heart and see how much 
she cries you will find secrets, best friends, and 
lies but what you'll see the most is how hard it is 
to stay strong when nothing is right and 
everything is wrong”  Woman can multi-task and 
therefore are good at juggling between the 
phones, nail paint, baby, cooking and 
overhearing her husband in the next room  all at 
the same time. Women like small efforts and 
appreciate compliments  always. So please pay 
attention and listen when a woman is talking  it 
makes her feel better. This will keep every 
woman around you happy whether it's your 
mother; wife, sister or even a friend. 

Preeti Khelani, BJMC-SemII

The gulf between the sexes, the misunderstandings 
and the conflict, even in the 21st century, are still as 
present in all our lives as they were when Adam first 
fell foul of Eve. Thousands of researches, experiments 
have taken place to solve out this mystery between 
men and women. But all failed to find out the answer. 
Our topic is “why do men lie & women cry” & the 
answer is very simple, men lie because women cry 
and women cry because men lie. One more important 
thing I want to tell u all before I start…Men love to lie, 
but they are absolutely horrible at it. Women rarely 
lie, but when they do, it's a story so good that it could 
be the Ekta Kapoor's plot for her next soap. Women 
are professionals at it but men they have to learn a lot 
from women. But at the end of the day women hate 
lying, they do it only out of necessity. Men not only lie 
to their family, girlfriend but also their friends. Males 
want to show that they are superior. Few common 
things males lie about are age, height, income, 
intelligence and work. Men are like commercials, you 
can't believe a word they say. They are usually busy or 
lazy, to avoid long discussions they lie, to avoid extra 
work they lie, they lie because sometimes they just 
don want to do anything. Most importantly men lie for 
living. Is it a coincidence that men hold the majority of 
jobs that involve lying? Politics, government agencies, 
courtroom lawyers, plastic surgeons, advertisers the 
majority is men. These are few situations where men 
lie, but what about women, don't they lie? No, they do 
lie and as I told u before they are professionals, it's 
very tough to say when they lie. Women mainly lie 
out of necessity. When she does something wrong or 
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Youth speak helps...

Our counsellor, Shaheen Khan, is from the Dept. of Psychology, ICG. 
Please send in your queries at shaheen_nd@rediffmail.com

“We cannot hold a torch to light another's path 
without brightening our own.”

Ben Sweetland 

This statement points to the very core of NSS 
National Service Scheme; a scheme supported by 
the Ministry of Sports and Youth Affairs, which 
serves as a forum to increase youth participation in 
the process of nation building. 

Youth, a word synonymous with energy, fun, joy, 
carelessness has another lesser known dimension 
now, Community Service. And in many ways, NSS 

can take credit for this heartening change.
Throwing more light on the functioning of NSS, 
Dr. Sharad Rathore, NSS Coordinator at IIS 
University, says, “NSS has been playing a 
significant role in the development of our nation in 
many ways. Our outreach programmes which 
include Basti visits, celebration of the festivals with 
the underprivileged etc. followed by the weekly 
lectures on different subjects and skills, prepare 
the students for the real world by exposing them to 
a part of real India, imparting knowledge to them 

National  Service  Scheme- Not Me But You
 OTHERS  BEFORE  SELF

which can then be spread among the masses 
through them.”

A volunteer, Malvi Mehrotra voices similar 
thoughts and states, “Apart from the community 
service rendered by us, the lectures organized in
our college pave the way for us to be successful 
human beings by enlightening us with valuable 
knowledge bes ides  teaching  us  sk i l l s
that make us world ready.” Another student Sakshi 
Bhardwaj elaborates on the role of NSS in a 
student's life and says, “By indulging in
the NSS, the students inculcate certain qualities like 
leadership, equality, cooperation, concern for the 
weaker section of society and unity……the qualities 
required to complete the term 'educated'. NSS
transforms a simple student into an asset for the 
society.”

Through projects like vocational trainings, 
awareness drives and 'shram daan', NSS is not only 
instilling the feeling of dignity of labour in the youth 
but also building up the quality of team work.

NSS combines the empathy of the individual with 
the purpose of the collective, which is the very 
strength of NSS.” asserts Ravina Tekwani, a 
volunteer.

The introduction of NSS in schools and colleges is 
further justified by the fact that the students serve as 
a link beween the government and the community. 

NSS is indeed breaking the partition lines of our 
society and simultaneously producing a team of 
well-trained and groomed young individuals who 
will be the new identity of India. Individuals who 
believe that the best way to find oneself is to lose 
oneself in the service of others. Individuals who will 
resurrect the India of everyone's dream, a golden 
India.

Jeevanshu Jain, BSc-Sem IV

Management is very good. Communication is 
good as well because of well educated 
staff……….i'll miss my college 'ICG- The IIS 
University'.
Vidhi Singh, BBM

Students should attend the guest lecture with 
interest. They are beneficial for us as we can 
gain knowledge through it.
Mina khan, BJMC

Everybody should get an opportunity to 
participate in college events.
Garima Seni, B.com

Biometric attendance is good as classes are held 
regularly.
Taniya, B.com

Canteen food is really nice but there should be 
cleanliness and hygine.
Shruti Mishra, BA 

Mobile phones should be allowed in the campus 
and college timings should be decreased in 
summers.
Zarrin, Ara  BA(H)
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4 Ripples@IISU

Breaking the prison of rules and restrictions and flying 
high like a free bird into the limitless sky of 
Freedom…Freedom from heavy bags…….heavy 
books……strict time tables……back to back classes one 
after another till one gets fully exhausted …And ….above 
all freedom from dull and boring uniforms. This is the 
kind of thought a student has when he is set to leave a 
disciplined school life and is at the doorsteps of an 
entirely different phase of his life that is college life.

College is indeed a breath of fresh air for a student and 
every student dreams about his college life and has a 
typical picture set in his mind of college and its free 
flowing life. However all these image are based on the 
fantasies we grow up on, thanks to Bollywood. So visuals 
of students sitting in the canteen for hours and hours, 
some imitating their teachers, some singing in the 
corridors…..few others listening to the music on their cell 
phones and humming with the  numbers in groups, some  
others chitchatting..in a nutshell…college life is about 
everything but studies, if we are to believe the films.

You don't think so? Well, recall films like Rang De 
Basanti, Main Hoon Na, Kuch Kuch Hota Hai and you 
will find yourself in agreement with me. All of them 
showcase girls and boys who seem to only come to 
college to wear designer clothes, sing catchy numbers 
and participate in some odd fest.

As a result of this barrage of falsities, most of us are 
completely mesmerized by the life shown on screen. A 
wish blooms in a corner of our heart “Aha this is what we 
call a college..I would want to enter it as soon as 
possible.”

However, the reality is not as glamorous as shown on 
screen. Now that we have spent a year in college, I can 
safely conclude, that it is definitely a break from the sheer 
discipline of school but it is surely not what the likes of 
Karan Johar had me to believe. So, you will have fun for 
sure, you will wear trendy clothes, participate in a host of 
events, study and compete but singing in corridors….no 
no …snap out of your dream!!! 

Vinamrata Bhojwani, Sem- II, BJMC
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Forth coming activities 
July
14,15,16 Thu,Fri & Sat Orientation Programme for all UG,PG & other professional 
   courses
30 Sat   NSS Tree Plantation,  Interclass Swimming Competition
August …..
1-Monday  Kriti-Mahendi Competition, Mountaineering & Adventure  
   activity
6-Saturday  NSS_Rakhi Making Competition
20-Saturday  Freshers Day
26- Friday  NSS-Eye Check up Camp
September…..
3-Sat   ThankYou Get Together
5-Monday  Teachers Day
8-Thursday  NSS_Literacy Poster Making Competition
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